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justly, as types and norms of China; and modern Chinese
critics renew ancient debates in discussing whether their
people are rationalist and humanist or mystical and other-
worldly. In the same volume appear these dicta: 'the
Chinese are by nature greater Taoists than they are by
culture Confucianists'; 'the Chinese are by nature rational-
ist and humanist'.1
Both Lao-tse and K'ung Fu-tse are true types of
Chinese: both have innumerable followings. Tao, from
which both start, is written in an elaborate character of
which the components are order or progression and intelli-
gence: and it may therefore mean the reason inherent in
nature's activities (with Lao-tse), or the way of ordered
society based on the cosmic reason (with K'ung Fu-tse).
If one emphasizes nature's spontaneous quietism, the other
is impressed with her orderly activism: 'The Tao does
nothing but achieves all', says the former: but his master
Kwan-tse, had said, 'the Tao is that by which the ruler
guides the people,* and K'ung Fu-tse was a practical
statesman who could not be content with paradoxes or the
praises of nature. So conduct is for him a matter of li,
good form: it is for Lao-tse wu-wei—spontaneity. Both
insist that the good life must be rooted in nature.
Lao-tse (or Laocius) and K'ung Fu-tse (or Confucius),
as early missionaries latinized their names, were born at
a time of disillusionment and anarchy—intellectual and
social. *The whole world is a seething torrent of change,'
said a contemporary; and like Hamlet, they could say,
'the world is out of joint'. The Chinese for this is wu-tao
—and Tao is the starting-point for understanding Chinese
thought—religious, philosophical^ and ethical. It is the
Way or Norm—the process of Nature and the standard
for man. For Lao-tse man embodies it best when he is
autonomous and spontaneous: 'all things live by Tao: it
is^the mother of all, by it all problems are solved.' For
K'ung Fu-tse—social reformer and restorer of ancient
wisdom—it is the embodiment of order, and he sought to
1 Uft Yu-Tangand Hu Shih in Cftnafs own Critics.

